
Games that agents play: A formal framework for dialoguesbetween autonomous agentsPeter MBurney and Simon ParsonsDepartment of Computer SieneUniversity of LiverpoolLiverpool L69 7ZF U. K.fp.j.mburney,s.d.parsonsg�s.liv.a.uk24 September 2001Abstrat. We present a logi-based formalism for modeling of dialogues betweenintelligent and autonomous software agents, building on a theory of abstrat dialoguegames whih we present. The formalism enables representation of omplex dialoguesas sequenes of moves in a ombination of dialogue games, and allows dialogues tobe embedded inside one another. The formalism is omputational and its modularnature enables di�erent types of dialogues to be represented.Keywords: Autonomous Agents, Computational Dialetis, Dialogue Games.1. IntrodutionAutonomous intelligent software agents have beome an important newparadigm in omputer siene [16℄. In this paradigm, disrete softwareentities | autonomous agents | interat to ahieve individual orgroup objetives, on the basis of possibly di�erent sets of assumptions,beliefs, preferenes and objetives. For instane, agents may negotiatethe purhase of goods or servies from other agents, seek informationfrom them, or ollaborate with them to ahieve some ommon task.Reently, argumentation theory, the formal study of human argumentand dialogue, has been proposed for modeling agent interations, forexample by Parsons and Jennings [27, 28℄, and Reed [32℄.Reed's work built on a typology of human dialogues due to Wal-ton and Krabbe [36℄, and we start from the same typology, whih wesummarize in Setion 2. Several of these atomi dialogue types havebeen modeled by means of formal dialogue games, adopted from thephilosophy of argumentation, and Setion 2 ontinues with a presen-tation of the generi elements of suh games. Our ultimate objetivein this work is to represent omplex dialogues ourrenes whih mayinvolve more than one atomi type, e.g. dialogues whih may ontainsub-dialogues embedded within them. We are drawn, as was Reed [32℄,to an hierarhial representation. Our formalism is presented in Setion3, and it integrates a dialogue game model of atomi types with a for- 2002 Kluwer Aademi Publishers. Printed in the Netherlands.
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2 MBurney and Parsonsmalism for ombining multiple dialogues of potentially di�erent types.Our formalism also enables representation of dialogues about dialogues.In Setion 4, we illustrate our formalism with an example involving adialogue ourrene of multiple types between a potential buyer and apotential seller of seond-hand ars. Finally, Setion 5 disusses relatedand future researh.2. Dialogues and Dialogue Games2.1. Types of dialoguesAn inuential model of human dialogues is the typology of primary dia-logue types of argumentation theorists Doug Walton and Erik Krabbe[36℄. This ategorization is based upon the information the partii-pants have at the ommenement of a dialogue (of relevane to thetopi of disussion), their individual goals for the dialogue, and thegoals they share. Information-Seeking Dialogues are those whereone partiipant seeks the answer to some question(s) from anotherpartiipant, who is believed by the �rst to know the answer(s). InInquiry Dialogues the partiipants ollaborate to answer some ques-tion or questions whose answers are not known to any one partiipant.Persuasion Dialogues involve one partiipant seeking to persuadeanother to aept a proposition he or she does not urrently endorse.In Negotiation Dialogues, the partiipants bargain over the divisionof some sare resoure. Here, the goal of the dialogue | a division ofthe resoure aeptable to all | may be in onit with the individualgoals of the partiipants. Partiipants of Deliberation Dialoguesollaborate to deide what ation or ourse of ation should be adoptedin some situation. Here, partiipants share a responsibility to deide theourse of ation, or, at least, they share a willingness to disuss whetherthey have suh a shared responsibility. Note that the best ourse ofation for a group may onit with the preferenes or intentions ofeah individual member of the group; moreover, no one partiipantmay have all the information required to deide what is best for thegroup. In Eristi Dialogues, partiipants quarrel verbally as a sub-stitute for physial �ghting, aiming to vent pereived grievanes. Sinethese dialogues are not generally rule-governed, we do not disuss themfurther in this paper.Most atual dialogue ourrenes | both human and agent | in-volve mixtures of these dialogue types. A purhase transation, forexample, may ommene with a request from a potential buyer forinformation from a seller, proeed to a persuasion dialogue, where the
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Agent Dialogue Games 3seller seeks to persuade the potential buyer of the importane of somefeature of the produt, and then transition to a negotiation, where eahparty o�ers to give up something he or she desires in return for some-thing else. The two parties may or may not be aware of the di�erentnature of their disussions at eah phase, or of the transitions betweenphases. Instanes of individual dialogue types ontained entirely withinother dialogue types are said to be embedded [36℄.2.2. Dialogue gamesFormal dialogue games are interations between two or more players,where eah player \moves" by making utteranes, aording to a de-�ned set of rules. Although they date from the time of Aristotle [11℄,they have found reent appliation in philosophy, in omputationallinguistis and in Arti�ial Intelligene (AI). In philosophy, dialoguegames have been used to study fallaious reasoning [11, 20℄ and todevelop a game-theoreti semantis for intuitionisti and lassial logi[19℄. In linguistis, they have been used to explain sequenes of humanutteranes [17℄, with subsequent appliation to mahine-based naturallanguage proessing and generation [15℄, and to human-omputer in-teration [2℄. Within AI, they have been applied to modeling omplexhuman reasoning, for example in legal domains [31℄, and as the basisfor systems to support publi argumentation [9℄. More reently, dia-logue games have found appliation in AI as the basis for protools forinterations between autonomous software agents, e.g. [1, 5, 33℄.Formal dialogue-game models have been presented for several ofthe atomi dialogue types in the typology of Walton and Krabbe [36℄.These inlude: persuasion dialogues [22, 30, 36℄; information-seekingdialogues [15℄; negotiations [1, 33℄; and deliberations [14℄. In addition,game formalisms have been proposed for ertain ombinations of atomitypes, suh as for the formation of teams [5℄ and of olletive intentions[6℄, both of whih involve ombinations of persuasion and negotiationdialogues. Building on these partiular game models and on attemptsto abstrat general games [3, 21, 30℄, we an identify several typesof dialogue game rules. We �rst assume that the topis of disussionbetween the agents an be represented in some logial language, whosewell-formed formulae are denoted by the lower-ase Roman letters, p,q, r, et. The omponents of a dialogue game are then:Commenement Rules: Rules whih de�ne the irumstanes underwhih the dialogue ommenes.Loutions: Rules whih indiate what utteranes are permitted. Typ-ially, legal loutions permit partiipants to assert propositions,
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4 MBurney and Parsonspermit others to question or ontest prior assertions, and permitthose asserting propositions whih are subsequently questioned orontested to justify their assertions. Justi�ations may involve thepresentation of a proof of the proposition or an argument for it.The dialogue game rules may also permit partiipants to utterpropositions to whih they assign di�ering degrees of ommitment,for example: one may merely propose a proposition, a speeh atwhih entails less ommitment than would an assertion of the sameproposition.1Combination Rules: Rules whih de�ne the dialogial ontexts un-der whih partiular loutions are permitted or not, or obligatoryor not. For instane, it may not be permitted for a partiipant toassert a proposition p and subsequently the proposition :p in thesame dialogue, without in the interim having retrated the formerassertion.Commitments: Rules whih de�ne the irumstanes under whihpartiipants express ommitment to a proposition. Typially, theassertion of a laim p in the debate is de�ned as indiating to theother partiipants some level of ommitment to, or support for, thelaim. Sine [11℄, formal dialogue systems typially establish andmaintain publi sets of ommitments, alled ommitment stores,for eah partiipant; these stores are usually non-monotoni, in thesense that partiipants an also retrat ommitted laims, althoughpossibly only under de�ned irumstanes.Termination Rules: Rules that de�ne the irumstanes under whihthe dialogue ends.Two omments are appropriate on this generi model of dialoguegames. Firstly, in the omputational linguistis tradition, dialogue ga-mes have been used to explain and to generate sequenes of (humanor mahine) utteranes [15, 17℄. Here, the intentions of the speaker areimportant, and so play a key role in an inuential model of dialogue[10℄. Similar onsiderations have led designers of multi-agent systemsto link utteranes in a dialogue with the mental states of the partii-pants, as in the operational semantis for agent speeh ats of [4℄. Thishas led some designers of dialogue game protools, e.g. [1℄, to imposeonditions on utteranes, allowing agents to assert a statement onlywhen they themselves believe it. However, suh rationality onditions1 For example, propositions with impliitly di�erent levels of ommitment maybe presented in the dialogue games of [36℄; degrees of ommitment are expressedexpliitly in the system of [22℄.
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Agent Dialogue Games 5an never be ompletely veri�ed, as it will always be possible to de-sign a suÆiently-lever agent able to simulate insinerely any requiredmental state [37℄. One response to this problem is the soial semantisof [35℄, in whih agents delare publily their mental states, for exampletheir beliefs and intentions, in the dialogue, and these delarations areused as a semantis for the speeh ats uttered. However, even thesedelarations may be insinere. In ontrast, here we suggest that agentdialogue protools should be de�ned in purely syntatial terms, sothat onformane with the protool may always be veri�ed by observ-ing atual agent utteranes.2 Indeed, beause our intended appliationdomains are omputational systems, non-onforming utteranes an bepreluded from being broadast to other partiipants.A seond omment relates to ommitments. In the philosophialtradition of dialogue games [11, 20, 36℄, ommitments are understoodas solely dialogial, e.g. speakers who utter an assertion loution arerequired to defend these assertions if subsequently questioned or hal-lenged. The statements uttered may bear no relationship with anyreality external to the dialogue, so, for example, speakers may notneessarily believe statements they endorse in the dialogue. However,the use of dialogue games to model human disourses or as protools foragent interations, leads to a di�erent understanding of a ommitment,namely as a statement with some external referant. In a negotiation dia-logue, for instane, the utterane of an o�er may express a willingness toundertake a subsequent transation on the terms ontained in the o�er.For this reason, we distinguish between dialogial ommitments, whihinur burdens on the speaker only inside the dialogue, and semantiommitments, whih inur burdens on the speaker in the world beyondthe dialogue. This distintion will be useful later.As mentioned above, dialogue game models have been artiulatedfor most of the atomi types of dialogues in the typology of Walton andKrabbe. Given these, how may we then represent dialogue ourreneswhih onsist of ombinations of di�erent types? The only proposalknown to us is that of Reed [32℄, who de�nes a formalism alled aDialogue Frame. This is a 4-tuple, where the �rst element identi�esthe type of dialogue; the seond element, the objet of the dialogue (abelief, an ation-plan, a sales-ontrat, et); the third element, the topiof the dialogue (understood as an element of some database related tothe objet); and the fourth element, the sequene of utteranes made bythe partiipants to the dialogue during its atual ourrene. Utteranesare statements assumed taken from some ditionary agreed between thepartiipants, along with arguments for these statements. Utteranes2 This protool property is termed externalization in [13℄.
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6 MBurney and Parsonsan also inlude requests to swith to a di�erent dialogue type, and,if agreed by the partiipants, the new dialogue type then ontinuesuntil ompleted or until a swith to another type ours. Hene, thisformalism permits both the funtional embedding of di�erent dialoguetypes and sequential ombinations of di�erent dialogues or dialoguetypes.However, the fourth elements of Reed's Dialogue Frame are reordsof a dialogue ourrene (real or hypothetial), in terms of legal utter-anes. This representation does not speify the form of suh utteranes,nor the rules that govern their formation, issuane and e�ets. Thus,the formalism, although admirably exible, is desriptive and not gen-erative; Dialogue Frames are analogous to tape-reordings of humanonversations, rather than to the rules of syntax and disourse usedby the speakers in the onversations reorded. We seek a formalismwhih an inorporate suh rules of syntax and disourse | in ourase, the formal dialogue game rules for eah type of dialogue | aswell as representing the nesting of one dialogue-type inside another.The next setion presents our formalism for this representation.3. Formal Dialogue FrameworksWe now present a three-level hierarhial formalism for agent dialogues.At the lowest level are the topis whih are the subjets of dialogues.At the next level are the dialogues themselves | instantiations ofpersuasions, inquiries, et, and ombinations of these | whih werepresent by means of formal dialogue games. At the highest levelare ontrol dialogues, where agents deide whih dialogues to enter,if any. Our motivation for this struture is the Game Logi of RohitParikh [26, 29℄, whih was a dynami logi formalism [12℄ developedfor representing and studying the formal properties of games in multi-game ontexts. However, while Game Logi has provided the startingpoint, our formalism di�ers from it in several aspets.We assume throughout this Setion that dialogues are being un-dertaken by �nite set of distint software agents, denoted A, whoseindividual members are denoted by lower-ase Roman letters, a, b,, et. We further assume that the agents involved are (or represent)reasonable, onsenting partiipants in the dialogues. One impliation ofthis assumption is that no partiular dialogue may ommene withoutthe onsent of all those agents partiipating. This is an assumption notshared by Game Logi, whih sometimes permits one player to hooseunilaterally the type of game to be played. We do assume, however, thatthe partiipating agents have agreed to join the ontrol-level dialogue.
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Agent Dialogue Games 7Another impliation of the assumption that the agents are onsentingand reasonable is that no agent may be fored to inur a ommitment.3.1. Topi layerTopis are matters under disussion by the partiipating agents, andwe assume that they an be represented in a suitable logi L. Topis aredenoted by the lower-ase Roman letters p, q, r, et. We assume that allthe matters of interest to the partiipating agents an be represented inthis logial language. Topis may refer either to real-world objets or tostates of a�airs, and the formalism presented below an aommodateeither interpretation. Note that L may be a modal language, ontainingfor instane temporal or deonti modalities.3.2. Dialogue layerAt the next level in the hierarhy we model partiular types of dia-logues, using the generi theory of formal dialogue games presented inSetion 2. We examine the omponents of this theory in turn. Firstly,onsider Commenement Rules. Beause our agents are onsenting par-tiipants, a partiular dialogue ourrene annot ommene withoutthe agreement of all those involved. Suh agreement may itself onlybe reahed after a dialogue onerning the desirability or otherwise ofonduting suh a dialogue on the spei�ed topi at that partiulartime. For this reason, we model the ommenement rules by means oftheir own dialogue, the Commenement Dialogue; this is desribed withthe Control Layer in the next subsetion. As explained there, agreementreahed during a ommenement dialogue onerning a partiular typeof dialogue on a spei�ed topi leads to the immediate ommenementof that dialogue-type on that topi, whih is then said to be open.Next, Loutions are legal dialogue moves made by dialogue par-tiipants regarding the disussion topis, within a partiular dialoguegame. Suh moves may inlude assertions, ontestations, justi�ations,et, and we denote them by lower-ase Greek letters, �, �, et. Beausein most dialogue games these moves refer to partiular topis, we some-times write �(p) for a move � whih onerns disussion topi p. Weassume that all dialogue games ontain a rule whih asserts that parti-ipants to a dialogue may only utter loutions in the dialogue while thedialogue is open. For any dialogue game G, the set of legal loutions isdenoted by �G, or by � when only one game is under onsideration. Weassume that every dialogue game has a legal loution whih proposes tothe partiipants that they interrupt the urrent dialogue and return tothe Control Layer. This loution an be made by any partiipant at any
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8 MBurney and Parsonstime.3 We denote this loution by PROPOSE RETURN CONTROL.Any debate over whether or not to undertake this return to the ControlLayer is assumed itself to be undertaken in the Control Layer, sine itis a generi dialogue not part of any one dialogue type.Thirdly, Combination Rules de�ne whih loutions are valid in whihdi�erent dialogial irumstanes. Imagine a dialogue whih proeedsthrough suessive utteranes, whih we may all rounds, numbered1, 2, 3, : : :. We ould think, therefore, of a dialogue of k rounds as asequene (of length k) from the ross-produt set �k. We only onsider�nite dialogues, but they may be arbitrarily long. The Combinationrules speify that not all possible utteranes are valid in every round ofthe dialogue, or that ertain utteranes are required at ertain rounds.Suppose then, for eah round k we de�ne the set Mk to be thatsubset of utteranes � whih are valid under the ombination rulesat round k. The utteranes valid at round k will depend upon whatutteranes were made in prior rounds, so Mk will be a funtion ofall of M1;M2; : : : ;Mk�1. We may view the ombination rules at eahround as (possibly multiple-valued) funtions whih de�ne the validutteranes at round k on the basis of those utteranes valid in previousrounds. The valid utteranes at any round k will be the intersetionof the images of the set of ombination rules at that round. In otherwords, eah ombination rule, Rki , at round k an be onsidered as afuntion Rki from �k to 2�, suh thatMk =\i Image(Rki (M1 �M2 �M3 : : : �Mk�1))In addition, some ombination rules may speify for eah loution whatother loutions, if any, must have preeded it, for it to be legally uttered.Those loutions whih do not have any suh preonditions onstitutepreisely the set of valid loutions at the �rst round of the dialogue,and so we have a partiular ombination funtion whih maps � to 2�,and whose image is M1. For any dialogue game G, we denote the setof ombination funtions by RG.We an readily see how the representation desribed here apturesdi�erent types of ombination rules. For instane, many dialogue games(e.g. [22℄) require assertions, when ontested, to be then justi�ed bythe agent who made the assertion. Thus, the move asserta(p) madeat one round by agent a and then followed at a subsequent round bythe move ontestb(p) made by agent b obliges agent a to subsequentlymove justifya(p). Suh a ombination rule an be represented by aset of ombination funtions whih map M1 �M2 �M3 : : :�Mk�2 �3 This is an example of a metalinguisti utterane alled a Point of Order in [11,p. 284℄.
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Agent Dialogue Games 9fontestb(p)g to Mk = fjustifya(p)g, when asserta(p) 2M i, for somei = 1; 2; : : : ; k � 2. Of ourse, we would also need to speify that theexeution of ontestb(p) in round k � 1 was the �rst suh ontestationsubsequent to the exeution of asserta(p) in round i, or that multipleutteranes of ontestations of a proposition are not legal.Next, we may also model rules whih de�ne Commitments, this timeby means of funtions similar to truth-valuation funtions in logi. Foreah agent a 2 A partiipating in the dialogue we de�ne a's Com-mitment Funtion CFa as a funtion whih maps �nite sequenes inM1 �M2 �M3 : : : �Mk � : : : to subsets of L, by assoiating a setof propositions with eah ombination of legal dialogue moves. Thosesubsets of L whih are ontained in the image of CFa are alled Com-mitment Stores for a. We denote the restrition of CFa to the k-thround by CF ka , and the set of possible ommitment stores of agent a atround k, by PCSka � P(L). Thus CF ka is the funtion CFa restritedto the domain M1 �M2 �M3 : : : �Mk, and its image is PCSka . Wedenote the set of ommitment funtions for dialogue G by CFG.Finally, we onsider Termination Rules. These are rules whih allowor require the dialogue to end upon ahieving ertain onditions. Forexample, a Persuasion Dialogue may end when all the agents involvedaept the proposition at issue. We an therefore model terminationrules in a similar fashion to ombination rules, by means of funtionsT whih map valid ombinations of utteranes to the set f0; 1g, wherethe symbol 1 denotes the termination of the dialogue and the symbol0 its ontinuation. That is, eah funtion T maps �nite sequenes inM1 �M2 �M3 : : : �Mk to f0; 1g, for arbitrary k. For any dialoguegame G, we denote the set of termination funtions by T G.A dialogue may also terminate when all the partiipants agree toso terminate it. This may our even though the dialogue may not yethave ended, for instane, when a persuasion dialogue does not resultin all the partiipants aepting the proposition at issue. As with theCommenement Dialogue, we an model this with a spei� type ofontrol-level dialogue, whih we term the Termination Dialogue. Thisis disussed with the Control Layer in the next subsetion.Given a set of partiipating agents A, we then de�ne a formaldialogue G as a 4-tuple (�G;RG;T G; CFG), where �G is the set oflegal loutions, RG the set of ombination funtions, T G the set oftermination funtions, and CFG the set of ommitment funtions. Weomit the supersript G if this auses no onfusion.
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10 MBurney and Parsons3.3. Control layerThe ontrol layer seeks to represent the seletion of spei� dialoguetypes and transition between these types. In Game Logi [26℄, thisseletion is undertaken by one or other of the partiipants deiding au-tonomously, and this is represented by the game sort. Beause our appli-ation domain involves onsenting agents, the seletion of dialogue-typemay itself be the subjet of debate between the agents onerned. Ourformalism therefore needs to represent suh debate. As suggested in thedesription of the Dialogue Layer, we do this by de�ning ertain ontroldialogues, namely the Commenement Dialogue and the TerminationDialogue. These an be modeled by formal dialogue games using thesame struture as for the dialogues presented above.The Control Layer is de�ned in terms of the following omponents.We �rst de�ne a �nite set of dialogue-types, alled Atomi Dialogue-Types, whih inlude the �ve, non-Eristi, dialogues of the Walton andKrabbe typology. Atomi Dialogue-types are denoted by the (possiblyindexed) upper ase Roman letters G, H, J , K, et. To denote a dia-logue onduted aording to dialogue-type G and onerning a spei�proposition p, we write G(p), also alled an instantiation of dialogue-type G by topi p. Sometimes we write simply G. We denote the set ofatomi dialogue-types by �Atom .We next de�ne Control Dialogues, whih are dialogues that have astheir disussion subjets not topis, but other dialogues, and we de�nethem formally as 4-tuples in the manner of subsetion 3.2. They inludethe Commenement and Termination Dialogues for any dialogue G(p),whih we denote by BEGIN (G(p)) and END(G(p)) respetively. An-other ontrol dialogue is the dialogue in whih the partiipating agentsdisuss whether to terminate the Control Layer itself, a dialogue wedenote by END(CONTROL). We denote the set of ontrol dialoguesby �Control . The BEGIN (G(p)) dialogue ommenes with an utteraneby one agent whih seeks the onsent of the other partiipating agentsto ommene a dialogue of type G over proposition p. To ahievethis onsent, may require embedded dialogues of other types, for in-stane, persuasions, information-seeking dialogues, and negotiations. Ifa BEGIN (G(p)) dialogue leads to agreement between the partiipatingagents to ommene a G(p) dialogue, then the BEGIN (G(p)) dialogueimmediately terminates, and the spei� G(p) dialogue begins. In thisase, from the moment of termination of BEGIN (G(p)) to the momentfollowing termination of G(p), the dialogue G(p) is said to be open.Following termination of G(p), G(p) is said to be losed.
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Agent Dialogue Games 11Also de�ned as dialogues are the following ombinations of atomior ontrol dialogues or any legal ombination thereof, whih we termDialogue Combinations:Iteration: If G is a dialogue, then Gn is also a dialogue, being thatdialogue whih onsists of the n-fold repetition of G, eah o-urrene being undertaken until losure, and then being followedimmediately by the next ourrene.Sequening: If G and H are both dialogues, then G;H is also a dia-logue, representing that dialogue whih onsists of undertaking Guntil its losure and then immediately undertaking H.Parallelization: If G and H are both dialogues, then G \H is also adialogue, representing that dialogue whih onsists of undertakingboth G and H simultaneously, until eah are losed. 4Embedding: If G and H are both dialogues, and � �M1�M2 : : : ��G � �G : : : is a �nite set of legal loution sequenes in G, thenG[Hj�℄ is also a dialogue, representing that dialogue whih onsistsof undertakingG until a sequene in � has been exeuted, and thenswithing immediately to dialogue H whih is undertaken until itslosure, whereupon dialogue G resumes from immediately afterthe point where it was interrupted and ontinues until losure.Dialogue H is said to be embedded in G, at one level lower thanG. In the time between when H opens and loses, dialogue Gremains open, no matter how many embedded dialogues H itselfmay ontain.Testing: If p is a w� in L, then hpi is a dialogue to assess the truth-status of p. We assume suh a dialogue returns a truth-value forp to whihever was the lowest-level dialogue open at the timeof ommenement of the testing dialogue. Typially, p will besome proposition whih has beome the subjet of ontention ina dialogue, and whih makes referene to the world external tothat dialogue. For example, in dialogue systems assoiated witha partiular database, the testing of p may involve an interroga-tion of the database. In dialogues in sienti� domains, testingmay involve the ondut of a sienti� experiment, the design,4 As an example of parallel dialogues, omplex human inquiries suh as air-rashinvestigations are often divided into simpler, parallel sub-inquiries. Similarly, an in-tending purhaser of some produt may engage in simultaneous bilateral negotiationswith potential suppliers.
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12 MBurney and Parsonsanalysis and interpretation of whih may themselves involve muhdisussion.5We denote by � the losure of the set �Atom [�Control under the dia-logue ombination operations de�ned here. We next onsider the impatof dialogue ombinations on the ombination and termination rulesof dialogues, and on the ommitments inurred in partiular dialogueourrenes.3.4. Interation of Rules and CommitmentsThe previous sub-setion presented a formalism for ombinations ofatomi dialogue-types and derived dialogues. For appliation of thisformalism, we need to de�ne interation rules for the dialogue rules andommitments arising in the dialogues under the di�erent ombinations;these interation rules may be seen as analogous to the bridge rulesbetween logis in multi-ontext systems [8℄.Firstly, we onsider ombination and termination rules under eahof the possible Dialogue Combinations. For Iterated, Sequened andParallel dialogues, these rules for eah dialogue apply only to thatdialogue and do not interat, so no interation rules are neessary.For Embedded dialogues, we assume that the rules of the lowest(most-deeply embedded) open dialogue and only these apply while thisdialogue is in proess; thus, any oniting rules from higher dialoguesare over-ridden by those of the lowest open dialogue. If a partiipant(or partiipants) does not wish to ondut an embedded dialogue onthese terms, that partiipant an always refuse to partiipate; in otherwords, suh a partiipant would not aede to a request to have anembedded dialogue in a BEGIN (G[Hj�℄) Commenement dialogue ifhe or she did not aept the rules of H should over-ride those of Gwhile H is in progress.Next, for ommitment rules, it is useful to distinguish dialogi fromsemanti ommitments. For dialogi ommitments, the interation rulesare de�ned exatly as for the interation of ombination and termina-tion rules just presented. This is possible beause dialogi ommitmentshave no impat beyond the dialogue they our in. For semanti om-mitments, a di�erent approah is required, sine these ommitmentsrefer to and may impat upon external reality. We assume that se-manti ommitments arising within a single dialogue ourrene do notonit, either beause suh onits are disallowed by the ombinationrules of the dialogue (e.g. prelusion of ommitment to an ation and5 We have proposed formal dialogue-game models for some of these sienti�dialogues in [22℄.
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Agent Dialogue Games 13to its negation) or beause the partiipants to the dialogue, knowingthat semanti ommitments refer to an external reality, do not allowthe dialogue to lose until all oniting ommitments are resolved. Foronits between semanti ommitments from di�erent dialogue our-renes, the dialogue partiipants may have di�erent opinions on theappropriate form of resolution. For example, for dialogues ondutedsequentially, one opinion may be that the ommitments from earlierdialogues should take preedene over those from later ones, as is usu-ally the ase in legal and ontratual domains. Alternatively, anotheropinion may be that the ommitments from later dialogues should takepreedene, as is usually the ase with party politial promises, or editsissued by religious authorities.The appropriate plae for the resolution of suh di�erenes of opinionis in the Control dialogue before the dialogues in question ommene.We therefore attah a suÆx to our syntax for the various DialogueCombinations, whih indiates the proposed interation rule for theresolution of any onits between semanti ommitments; this is ofthe form SC(G(p)) > SC(H(q)), indiating that the semanti om-mitments arising in dialogue G(p) take preedene over those arising indialogue H(q). Thus, a Commenement dialogue for two dialogues Gand H to be onduted in parallel, with ommitments from the earlierdialogue to over-ride those from the later, ould be denoted:BEGIN (G(p) \H(q) j SC(G(p)) > SC(H(q)))If all potential partiipants are willing to aept suh a prioritizationonstraint on ommitments then the ommenement dialogue an ter-minate, and the parallel dialogues G(p)\H(q) an start, subjet to theommitment interation rule expressed by the onstraint SC(G(p)) >SC(H(q)). If not all partiipants to the ommenement dialogue agreewith this onstraint, then the parallel dialogues G(p) \ H(q) will notopen.This partiular syntax permits the representation of onstraints onommitments in terms of named dialogues, e.g. G and H. Beausethe formalism of Setion 3.3 names dialogues and indiates their orderof ommenement, a onstraint syntax whih names dialogues enablesthe representation of onstraints in terms of dialogue ommenementorder. For example, for a sequential dialogueG;H, we may express bothpossible prioritizations of onstraints on semanti ommitments basedon the ommenement order of the two dialogues: SC(G) > SC(H)and SC(G) < SC(H). But this does not permit the expression ofonstraints on ommitments in terms of the order of termination ofthe dialogues. We therefore introdue an expression to enable this.If �(G1; G2; : : : ; Gn) is some legal dialogue ombination of the n di-
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14 MBurney and Parsonsalogues G1; G2; : : : ; Gn, and G01; G02; : : : ; G0n is some (possibly idential)re-ordering and/or renaming of these dialogues, then the expression:BEGIN (�(G1; G2; : : : ; Gn) jSC(G01) > SC(G02) > : : : > SC(G0n))denotes a Commenement dialogue for the dialogue �(G1; G2; : : : ; Gn)subjet to the onstraint on semanti ommitments expressed in thesuÆx, SC(G01) > SC(G02) > : : : > SC(G0n). We permit renamingof the n dialogues instantiating � so as to allow for di�erent time-orderings, e.g. GLast to �nish ; GSeond Last to �nish ; : : : ; GFirst to �nish is arenaming whih presents the dialogues in reverse order of termination.In e�et, this onstrution permits the partiipants to a dialogue tojointly provide their own interpretation | their own semantis | tothe ommitments expressed in dialogues.3.5. Agent dialogue frameworksWe mentioned earlier that the Control Layer is the level at whihdialogues about dialogues are onduted. It is useful to onsider a �xedset of agents engaged in disussions on a �xed set of topis, aordingto rules from a �xed set of atomi dialogue games. In this ontext, weassume that the Control Layer has a spei� starting time and ontin-ues inde�nitely into the future, unless and until partiipating agentsagree to terminate it, through an exeution of the END(CONTROL)dialogue. Depending on the rules of assoiation adopted by the par-tiipating agents (rules we leave unspei�ed here), termination of theControl Layer may our whenever one partiipant wishes to withdraw,or only when a majority wish to do so, or when all but one wish to doso.6Drawing on the de�nitions given earlier, we now de�ne an Agent Di-alogue Framework (ADF) as a 5-tuple (A;L;�Atom;�Control;�), whereA is a set of agents, L is a logial language for representation ofdisussion topis, �Atom is a set of atomi dialogue-types, �Control aset of Control dialogues and � the losure of �Atom [ �Control un-der the ombination rules presented in the previous subsetion. Toreprise, eah formal dialogue in �Atom[�Control is de�ned as a 4-tuple,G = (�G;RG;T G; CFG), where: �G is the set of legal loutions, RGthe set of ombination funtions, T G the set of termination funtions,and CFG the set of ommitment funtions of the dialogue-type G.The framework we have presented is de�ned in terms of rules ofdialogue games and is potentially generative. For it to be so, we would6 Suh rules of assoiation reveal a onnetion between our work and researhde�ning institutions in eletroni negotiation [24, 34℄.
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Agent Dialogue Games 15need to have proedures whih ould automatially generate eah of thetypes of dialogues if and when required. We examine how this mightour for eah of the �ve atomi dialogue types in the Walton andKrabbe [36℄ typology.For Information-Seeking Dialogues an agent a may be pre-programmed as follows: If, in the ourse of a dialogue, a realizes thereis some proposition p for whih it requires, but does not know, thetruth-value, then a automatially seeks permission to ommene aninformation-seeking dialogue onerning p. Any other agent who knowsthe truth-value of p, for example, beause it an onstrut a proof of por of :p, an be programmed to agree to suh a dialogue and, within it,to respond with the appropriate truth-value. For defeasible reasoning,we may have undefeated arguments supporting p or :p rather thandedutive proofs. If questioned further, b an present the proof ofor the argument for p to a. Thus, the ADF formalism an generateinformation-seeking dialogues. A similar line of reasoning applies toInquiry dialogues, exept that here agents pool their knowledge andalso potentially their reasoning apabilities (if, for example, they areusing logis with di�erent rules of inferene). For Persuasion Dia-logues we an imagine that agents a and b are pre-programmed asfollows: If a aepts the truth of some proposition p and requires that balso aepts its truth (for example, to support some joint goal they areollaborating on), then a may seek onsent for a persuasion dialoguefor p. If b already aepts the truth of p, it then says so to a and thedialogue is quikly onluded. If b does not initially aept the truthof p, then b should aept a proof (or an undefeated argument) for pwhen presented by a, provided b is rational and reasonable. Provided ais rational, a should have suh a proof of (or argument for) p before itbelieved p to be true. Thus, for rational agents, we are able to generatepersuasion dialogues.Negotiation dialogues arise when agents wish to divide a sareresoure between themselves. If divisions of the resoure an be quanti-�ed, and if eah agent has knowledge of their own utilities with regardto these possible divisions, and the utilities for eah agent are par-tially ordered, then a ake-utting algorithm, suh as that desribed in[26, Setion 5℄, ould be used to generate agent loutions. Note thatone agent's utilities need not be known to the other agents, and theutilities of di�erent agents need not be ommensurate. An alternativegenerative mehanism for negotiation dialogues over the purhase ofonsumer durables is proposed in [23℄, drawing on marketing modelsof onsumer deision making. For deliberation dialogues, there isno obvious generative mehanism. These dialogues an be initiatedautomatially whenever an agent believes that the group of agents
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16 MBurney and Parsonsneeds to jointly deide on a ourse of ation. If a proposal for ation ispresented by some agent one inside suh a dialogue, this proposal ouldbe onsidered rationally by eah of the other agents (assuming as beforethey eah have partially-ordered utilities with respet to the features ofthe proposal, and assuming eah agent knows its own utilities). Thus aproposal ould be disussed inside the dialogue, and revisions proposed,based on the individual-agent utilities of eah proposal. However, it isnot lear how the initial proposal may be automatially generated whenthe deliberation dialogue ommenes. One approah ould be for theagent whih requested the dialogue to propose an ation at random.However, this method may take a long time to onverge to an agreedsolution, if indeed it ever terminates.7If we had generative mehanisms for eah of the atomi dialogue-types, then we would have them for all dialogue-types, by simple in-spetion of the Dialogue Combination Rules presented in Setion 3.3.4. ExampleWe illustrate the framework with a dialogue ourrene between a po-tential buyer and a potential seller of used motor ars. The exampleshows how a dialogue may evolve as information is sought and obtainedby one or other party, and how dialogue-types may be embedded in oneanother. Beause our formalism has been designed for any dialoguegame, it does not speify legal loutions within games. For ease ofunderstanding therefore, the example is given in a pseudo-narrativeform, with dialogue moves annotated as sub-dialogues open and lose;we also ignore interation onstraints. The two partiipants, a PotentialBuyer and a Potential Seller, are denoted by B and S respetively.B: BEGIN(INFOSEEK(New ar purhase))Potential Buyer B requests ommenement of an information-seeking dia-logue regarding purhase of a seond-hand ar.S: AGREE(INFOSEEK(New ar purhase))Potential Seller S agrees. INFORMATION-SEEKING Dialogue 1 opens.B: REQUEST(Cars,Models)B asks what ars and models S has available, using legal loutions in theINFORMATION-SEEKING Dialogue.S: PROPOSE RETURN CONTROLReturn to CONTROL Layer.7 The modal logi formalism of [25℄, for example, deals with this problem byassuming eah agent �rst develops its own proposal for ation and then seeks topersuade the others to adopt it; thus in Walton and Kabbe's terminology, thedialogue is modeled as a multi-way persuasion rather than as a deliberation.
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Agent Dialogue Games 17B: AGREE(RETURN CONTROL)S: BEGIN(INFOSEEK(Budget))S requests ommenement of an Information-Seeking dialogue regardingthe budget B has available.B: AGREE(INFOSEEK(Budget))B agrees. INFORMATION-SEEKING Dialogue 2 opens, embedded in 1.S: REQUEST(Budget)B: Budget = $ 8000.INFORMATION-SEEKING Dialogue 2 loses. Return to INFORMATION-SEEKING Dialogue 1.S: (Cars, Models) = f(Mazda, MX3), (Mazda, MX5), (Toyota, MR2)gINFORMATION-SEEKING Dialogue 1 loses. Return to CONTROL Layer.S: BEGIN(INFOSEEK((Purhase Criteria))S requests Information-Seeking dialogue over B's purhase riteria.B: AGREE(INFOSEEK((Purhase Criteria))INFORMATION-SEEKING Dialogue 3 opens.S: REQUEST(Purhase Criteria)B: Purhase Criterion 1 = Prie, Purhase Criterion 2 = Mileage, PurhaseCriterion 3 = AgeINFORMATION-SEEKING Dialogue 3 loses. Return to CONTROL Layer.S: BEGIN(PERSUASION(Make);PERSUASION(Condition of Engine);PERSUASION(Number of Owners))S requests a sequene of three Persuasion dialogues over the purhaseriteria Make, Condition of the Engine, and Number of Owners.B: AGREE(PERSUASION(Make);PERSUASION(Condition of Engine);PERSUASION(Number of Owners))PERSUASION Dialogue 1 in the sequene of three opens.S: Argues that \Make" is the most important purhase riterion, within anybudget, beause a typial ar of one Make may remain in better onditionthan a typial ar of another Make, even though older.B: Aepts this argument.PERSUASION Dialogue 1 loses upon aeptane of the proposition by B.PERSUASION Dialogue 2 opens.S: Argues that that \Condition of Engine" is the next most important pur-hase riterion.B: Does not aept this. Argues that he annot tell the engine ondition ofany ar without pulling it apart. Only S, as the Seller, is able to tell this.Hene, B must use \Mileage" as a surrogate for \Condition of Engine."PERSUASION Dialogue 2 loses with neither side hanging their views: Bdoes not aept \Condition of Engine" as the seond riterion, and S does notaept \Mileage" as the seond riterion. PERSUASION Dialogue 3 opens.S: Argues that the next most important purhase riterion is \Number ofOwners."B: Argues that \Mileage" and \Age" are more important than \Number ofOwners."
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18 MBurney and ParsonsS: Argues that \Number of Owners" is important beause owners who keeptheir ars for a long time tend to are for them more than owners who hangears frequently.B: PROPOSE RETURN CONTROLReturn to CONTROL Layer.S: AGREE(RETURN CONTROL)B: BEGIN(NEGOTIATION(Purhase riteria)S: AGREE(NEGOTIATION(Purhase riteria)NEGOTIATION Dialogue 1 (embedded in PERSUASION Dialogue 3) opens.B: Says he will aept \Number of Owners" as the third purhase riterionin plae of \Age" if S aepts \Mileage" in plae of \Condition of Engine"as the seond.S: Agrees.NEGOTIATION Dialogue 1 loses. PERSUASION Dialogue 3 resumesand loses immediately. Return to CONTROL Layer.B: BEGIN(INFOSEEK(Ratings of ars))B requests an Information-Seeking Dialogue onerning ratings of arsagainst the agreed purhase riteria.S: AGREE(INFOSEEK(Ratings of ars))INFORMATION-SEEKING Dialogue 4 opens.B: REQUEST(Cars, Models, Prie, Mileage, Number of Owners)S: Provides this information.INFORMATION-SEEKING Dialogue 4 loses. Return to CONTROL Layer.This example demonstrates a Negotiation Dialogue embedded ina Persuasion Dialogue, an embedding not permitted in [36℄. In ourexample, the persuasion dialogues onern purhase deision riteria,whih may be viewed as onstraints on the spae of the buyer's possi-ble intentions.8 It seems reasonable that negotiations may our overintentions and the onstraints upon them, a view shared by [6℄ in mod-eling joint problem solving between agents. However, whether or not apartiular type of sub-dialogue is appropriate at a spei� plae in alarger dialogue should be a matter for the partiipants to the dialoguesto deide at the time. The formalism we have presented here enablessuh deisions to be made mutually and ontextually.
8 Purhase deision riteria are important for the buyer's deision beause theymay determine whih subset of available produts reeive detailed evaluation by thebuyer [18, Chap. 2℄. In this example, the partiular riteria used by B may resultin a subset ontaining ars whih are not those whih S most desires to sell to B atthis time, and so S may well seek to inuene B's seletion of riteria. The riteriatherefore beome part of the broad purhase negotiation dialogue between the two.
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Agent Dialogue Games 195. Disussion
The major ontribution of this paper has been to develop a formaland potentially-generative language for dialogues between autonomousagents whih admits ombinations of di�erent types of dialogues. Ourformalism extends previous work in formalizing generi dialogue gameprotools. For example, Prakken [30℄ seeks to develop a generi formal-ism for dialogue game protools, but only those involving persuasiondialogues. In addition, his formalism does not represent ombinations ofdialogues. Benh-Capon et al. [3℄ take a di�erent approah, presenting ageneri method for syntatial spei�ation of a dialogue game in termsof the dialogi pre-onditions and post-onditions for eah legal lou-tion. Suh a spei�ation may be onsidered as an operational semantisfor the game protool, linking utteranes with states of the dialogue(although not with mental states of the partiipants). However, thisformalism, while appliable to any dialogue game type, similarly doesnot represent ombinations of dialogues or dialogue types.Another approah is the dialogue game framework proposed byMaudet and Evrard [21℄, in the tradition of omputational linguistis.Beause the explanation of human dialogues and the generation ofarti�ial dialogues are key onerns, their formalism inorporates se-manti elements, suh as rationality onditions, in the de�nition of thedialogue game syntax. As explained earlier, we are onerned to ensureprotools are de�ned purely syntatially, even when we have spei�appliations in mind. Moreover, their framework appears to be fousedon information-seeking and persuasion dialogues and, as with thosementioned above, has no means to represent ombinations of dialoguesor dialogue types. Reed's formalism [32℄ avoids these problems, in thatit permits any type or ombination of types of dialogues to be modeled,with the exeption of parallel dialogues. However, as explained earlier,this formalism is desriptive rather than generative, in that it doesnot speify the forms of utteranes, nor the rules whih govern theirformation, issuane and e�ets.In ontrast, the ADF formalism we have proposed permits the rep-resentation of any type of dialogue and a wide diversity of ombinationsof dialogues and dialogue types; it does so in a manner whih is purelysyntati, and whih is potentially generative as well as desriptive.The formalism provides a single, unifying framework for representingdisparate types of dialogue, inluding those in the typology of [36℄. Inaddition, our formalism is modular, so that other dialogue types may be
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